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Birmingham 2022 North Birmingham Alliance
Easy Read Version.

A report is a document that describes and tells you 
about something.

You will see examples of this in our case studies.

These case studies give examples of what was achieved.

Thank you to everyone who shared their work.

Thank you also to everyone who took part.

Pictures, symbols and words are used in this report.

Show this document to a friend, family member or 
supporter if you need extra help.

Hard or difficult words are shown in bold.

These words will have their meaning explained.

Look for the         information icon nearby.

This is a shorter summary of the full report.

You can ask for a copy of the full report if you wish.

You can read the full report and an Easy Read version on 
our website.

https://www.birmingham2022.com/festival/evaluations

https://www.birmingham2022.com/festival/evaluations
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Thank you to everyone who helped make this report.

We want to thank everyone who has shared their work.

You will learn more about this work in the coming pages.

Introduction
This document is a case study report.

It will tell you about projects created by the local 
community in Birmingham.

This was for the Birmingham 2022 Festival which was 
part of the Commonwealth Games.

You will learn about impacts and outcomes.

An impact is when something happens to someone or 
something.

An outcome is what comes after you do something.

We want to understand the outcomes achieved.

The is a qualitative impact report.

A report is information that tells you facts and findings.

Qualitative means the features of something rather 
than its quantity.

Festival ModelFestival Model
Large and small groups could ask for money to make art.

The aim was to fill Birmingham with art works.

The local community and artists worked together.
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3 Key Areas
The Birmingham 2022 Festival had 3 areas for artists 
and groups to focus upon.

1. Our Place In The Commonwealth
 
To celebrate Birmingham as the host city for the games.

To talk honestly about the origins of the 
Commonwealth.

A host receives guests and entertains them.

Origins means the place where something begins.

The Commonwealth is a group of 56 nations and 
territories from across the world.

The Commonwealth’s roots go back to the British 
Empire.

2. The Present Moment

To focus on issues that show and enable the power that 
young people can have.

3.  Stories of Birmingham and The West Midlands

To tell stories about people from the local area.

The stories can be from the past or present.

These stories may not have been told before.

They should tell us about our identity and perspectives.

Identity is what a person or thing is.

A perspective is a way of thinking about something.
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How We Did It
During the Birmingham 2022 Festival we collected lots 
of information.

We did this in lots of different ways.

We contacted lots of different people.

We did interviews.

Took photographs.

Recorded videos.

Social media, such as Facebook or Twitter.

Made reports.

We wanted to make sure our report had lots of detail.

We made case studies.

We did more interviews with people who helped make 
projects.

These people were artists, audience members or part of 
the teams.

4 Case Studies
This report includes 4 case studies about 4 groups

1.  Black Voices

2.  ACE Dance and Music

3.  Legacy Centre of Excellence

4.  Black Arts Forum
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Introduction
4 Groups joined together for a 6 month project.

They celebrated the rich culture of Birmingham.

Culture means ways of life and how people live.

There were performances and community activities.

It was inspired by the diverse Caribbean region.

The project was called Route 34.

The groups shared their ideas and resource with each 
other.

The groups wanted to make art better for people in 
north Birmingham.

They wanted people to be able to access art.

They wanted people to be able to take part in art.

The performances and activities had

Lots of colour

Music

Dance

Carnival

Singing

This report tells you about the projects by showing you 
case studies.
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Project Evaluation
Evaluation means to decide if you have done something 
the best way and look at what could be better.

Impact means the effect an event or situation has.

This study wants to understand the impact of Route 34 
upon the organisations that took part.

It wanted to know about the impact on the groups 
future hopes and plans.

What We Wanted To Know

What was the impact of the money spent locally?

How has the project helped to develop local cultural 
leaders?

Who took part and what did they say about it?

How will the project impact what the groups do in the 
future?

How has the project helped with the groups place in the 
culture of the city?

10 interviews took place during the study.

Information was collected from people who took part 
and members of the public.

You can see more about how we collected information 
for this study on Page 10 of the full report.
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Embracing Cultures
Black Voices and ACE Dance and Music began many 
years ago.

The groups have worked together before.

They share what works well with each other.

They support black art and artists.

They work with young people with African backgrounds.

And work together giving community support.

Black Arts Forum and Legacy Centre of Excellence joined 
with Black Voices and ACE Dance and Music for Route 34.

They called themselves the North Birmingham Alliance.

The A34 road links Birmingham city centre to the north.

This is what gives the name Route 34.

They wanted to shine a light on good work being done.

What did Route 34 do?

A choral anthem launched with 800 singers.

Made costumes inspired by 11 Caribbean islands.

A dance show at Symphony Hall.

Dance and education performances in schools.

Night time outdoor shows.

Find out more about each group in the full report.
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Audience and Participant Feedback
Audience means people who watched.

Participant means someone who took part.

Feedback is given to say what was good or bad. 

People said the Festival was a fantastic celebration of 
cultures.

People said that it gave a chance for school children to 
do things that they would not normally do.

What Audiences Said
76% said the experience was excellent.

91% said it made them feel proud of where they lived.

87% said they had not seen anything like it before.

70% of people lived in and around Birmingham.

More than 50% of people we aged between 25 - 44.

What Participants Said
98% said their experience was excellent or good.

88% said it had a positive effect on their health.

86% said it helped them feel part of the community.

78% agreed it helped them understand more.

54% of people lived in and around Birmingham.

70% of participants were over 55 years old.
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Reflections And The Road Ahead
Route 34 felt they had a project worth working on.

The group wanted to show the quality and value of their 
work.

They shared what each group had to reach their goals.

Route 34 felt they brought something new to the 
Commonwealth Games.

The games are a sporting event held every 4 years.

Any country from the Commonwealth can take part.

Route 34 felt they could show what the people and 
culture from the local area could offer.

The North Birmingham Alliance got people to talk and 
share ideas.

People with Caribbean and non-Caribbean backgrounds 
took part.

In future roles and jobs should be split up more equally.

Some had to do more than others, but this can be 
learned from.

The group were also affected by the lateness of funding 
being given to them.

One of their main aims was to let more people know 
about black art.

They wanted to help black artists be creative.

Local artists were given a chance to show their work.
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Reflections And The Road Ahead
It was felt that young artists should be supported.

But some people were unsure what the alliance was 
trying to achieve.

The alliance also wanted to connect the culture in North 
of the city to the centre.

Some people felt that South Birmingham had more 
cultural things going on.

More needs to be done to promote culture in the North.

Route 34 shows that activities can be done well.

Going into schools or sports clubs might be a way to get 
to other parts of Birmingham.

Route 34 helped build artists skills and opportunities.

It also let new audiences see artists work and talent.

An idea is to hold 1 big event or festival a year.

If Route 34 happens again more staff would be needed.

The project showed the north fits with the city’s culture.

Route 34 made people aware of what was going on.

Some people had not been aware the alliance existed.

Many had not realised what they could achieve.

Money will be needed if these types of projects continue 
or happen again.
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Case Study 1 - Black Voices

Route 34 helped Black Voices to get more people 
involved.

Route 34 wanted as many people included as possible.

Black Voices wanted inclusion in their activities.

Inclusion means to not leave any person or group out.

The community were able to do lots of roles.

This included performing and behind the scenes.

Behind the scenes means things that get done without 
people seeing or knowing about.

People had the chance to make and create music.

19 choirs from across the region took part.

Over half of the choirs were from north Birmingham.

The anthem they sang was called We Rise.

The song had Birmingham themes.

Theme means the message or big idea of a story.

There were parts to the song everyone could relate to.

Relate means to understand because you have 
experienced of it.

The feedback was very positive.

Participants said it had built their confidence.
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Case Study 1 - Black Voices

Route 34 has shown the culture the north of 
Birmingham can offer.

Black Voices wanted to do their work in the north of 
Birmingham.

This was to make local people visible.

Route 34 showed that good things could come from the 
north part of the city.

Route 34 helped changes many people’s views.

Perry Barr had lots of building work to improve it.

It was where the stadium for the games was built.

Route 34 also improved the look of the area.

The Doorstep Carnival brought art and culture to local 
streets.

Young people and children were included at schools.

Children helped to write verses for the Children’s 
Anthem.

Black Voices also supported other local choirs.

Everyone supported each other to do new things.

Route 34 also helped young people to build skills that 
may lead to a job.

Young people got the chance set up recording studios.

Others learned how to plan and organise events.
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Case Study 1 - Black Voices

Route 34 made the organisations very visible.

Visible means to be seen.

Black Voices felt that Route 34 helped for more people to 
know about them.

This was one of the biggest outcomes for the project.

Black Voices did a lot of performances across the city.

They also performed at Symphony Hall.

Black Voices are now clearer on what they want to do in 
the future.

They want to continue to perform outdoors.

They felt this took art and culture to the community.

There are also plans to improve the places they use to 
practice, perform and record.

Black Voices were very important to other choirs.

The other choirs were also more visible as a result.

Some choirs are being invited to new events.

The project created opportunities for your people.

For some it was life changing.

It changed how some thought about themselves.

Black Voices can now continue their community work.
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Case Study 2 - ACE Dance and Music

The project brought ACE Dance and Music to new 
audiences.

The Festival showed some people dance and carnival for 
the first time.

ACE wanted to teach people.

They went to 14 schools to do this.

They celebrated the diversity and cultures in schools.

Diversity means the differences between things.

For some people it was their first chance to get involved 
in an arts event that celebrated their lives.

People said it was true to the Caribbean culture.

ACE did high quality performances.

They performed in big venues.

They had high quality costumes.

It was said that ACE helped intercultural understanding.

Intercultural means to involve more than one culture.

People learned about cultures different to their own.

Children taught classmates about Caribbean heritage.

Heritage is a person’s sense of values and traditions.

The event was a chance to perform in front of an 
audience.
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Case Study 2 - ACE Dance and Music

Doorstep Carnival was very successful.

It allowed people to share each other’s culture.

For many this would have been for the first time.

Your age, heritage or background did not matter.

Everyone was welcome and made a sense of belonging.

Another event held at The Bullring was called amazing.

A diverse audience learned about Caribbean culture.

The project was described as a major positive for the 
community

ACE Dance and Music were interviewed on the BBC.

6 million people watched the interview on TV.

The comments on social media showed people enjoyed 
their events.

It may have got people interested in arts after Covid-19.

The project took north Birmingham culture to the city 
centre.

They made people feel a part of the Games.

The project had a big impact of the image of the area.

It brought joy and pride to the local people.

The local community could celebrate and be proud.
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Case Study 2 - ACE Dance and Music

The project gave lots of opportunities to young people.

They performed in big venues and in front of audiences.

For many this would have been their first time.

It gave them skills and experience.

It gave a chance for people to learn and train.

The skills they learned give them a better chance of 
getting a job.

The project helped people to develop and build 
confidence.

Others had the chance to manage other people for the 
first time.

The project also helped their staff and performers think 
about their futures.

It is hoped that they could do another carnival.

Interest in their children’s classes had grown.

There are plans to copy Route 34 in the Black Country.

ACE Dance and Music will work closely with Black Voices.

They hope to work with more schools and children.

A problem might be a lack of money.

The project is looking into funding for those who cannot 
afford to take part.

There might not be interest from other communities.
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Case Study 3 - Legacy Centre of Excellence

The project is very involved in the local community.

The project helped with their mission.

Mission means an important task or purpose.

Their mission is to work with the local community and 
more people.

Route 34 wanted to work with people they had not met 
before.

Some participants kept coming after the project ended.

Route 34 helped the Legacy Centre to continue and 
grow.

More people know about the Legacy Centre because of 
Route 34.

They showed that they could connect with people.

They also showed that they were good at organising.

However, a free event was seen as high risk by the Police.

There had to be lots of security.

The event was a success and 2000 people attended.

But there were worries about who might come into the 
open building.

Most events were free and a chance for people to try 
things for the first time.

Each event seemed to be valued, fun and enjoyable.
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Case Study 3 - Legacy Centre of Excellence

There was the chance for participants to develop.

They could develop their skills and leadership.

Leadership means to guide others and be in charge.

This is something Legacy Centre is still working on.

They were only created 3 years ago.

The Covid pandemic had made chances to grow fewer.

Legacy Centre were the leaders of the last Route 34 
event.

This gave them the chance to meet others.

It was also a great chance to develop their leadership.

It will be important to bring in more creative people.

There have also been requests for more family fun days.

Route 34 proved that Legacy Centre could do big events.

Legacy Centre may launch a Saturday school in 2023.

Their plans are to try things first.

Before giving back to the local community each year.
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Case Study 4 - Black Arts Forum

The role of Black Arts Forum changed from what was 
planned.

A role is the job or purpose that someone has.

Their plan had been to do an online exhibition.

This would be with artists in Gambia.

Unfortunately they did not get the money to do this.

As they had little time they focused on visual documents 
instead.

This became a big job.

Black Arts Forum had problems finding artists.

This was again because of problems getting money.

A report of the Black Arts Forum is still being done.

Black Art Forum’s work has been to make more people 
know about local artists.

They work with different communities.

They encourage people to take part in arts activities.

The project gave people chances and opportunities.

The project has allowed Black Arts Forum to work with 
other groups for the first time.

They helped one person change their career to the arts.

Participants said they learned a lot and got new skills. 



Case Study 4 - Black Arts Forum

The project was a chance to work with local people in 
north Birmingham.  

Black Arts Forum held free events to get more people 
involved.

They also gave free refreshments to people who came.

An event was held in south Birmingham at the Midlands 
Arts Centre.

This showed that lots of people were getting involved.

Black Arts Forum felt this event would be good for 
community cohesion.

Cohesion means people working closely together.

The project was a chance for groups to work together.

Black Arts Forum may be able to work with those they 
met during Route 34.

Black Arts Forum used modern technology.

This helped them to connect with other people.

An example was 3D models of costumes.

Anyone could wear costumes using augmented reality.

Augmented reality is when the digital world is placed 
over the real world.

The person would not be really wearing the costume.

But they would be able to see themselves in the 
costume on a screen.
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Case Study 4 - Black Arts Forum

The project showed lots of local art to a wide audience.  

The project asked outside artists to come into the area.

Women from a craft group in Yardley shared their skills.

Black Arts Forum was happy with new people joining.

Leadership opportunities were provided as well.

There were events, groups and people to learn from.

Route 34 also gave Black Arts Forum staff the chance to 
develop their skills.

It was a chance for Black Arts Forum to think about who 
they worked with and how.

The success of the project was because it came from the 
local community.

It was important to everyone taking part that it was 
authentic.

Authentic means to be real and not false.

It would be possible to work with more groups in future.

More work could be done with schools on different types 
of dance, costume and music.

New technology made the project interesting.

Technology could be used in schools to interest children.

Black Arts Forum future is not known.

It is not known what direction they plan to take.
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Concluding Thoughts

Route 34 reached a lot of people and made an impact.

The project told us many individual stories.

There were examples of people improving their skills.

Culture and community was celebrated.

The project worked with lots of different groups.

Some of these impacts will carry into the future.

There was less time than was hoped to do things.

The Covid pandemic and lockdown made things harder.

The project was able to achieve most of what it planned.

North Birmingham was seen more positively.

The local culture is now better known by people.

Route 34 visited many places and met lots of people to 
achieve this.

They did this by doing lots of activities in many places.

The groups knows what it can and cannot do in future.

It is not known if there is money for big events.

The groups are unsure if they can do more than their 
current work in the community.

This might limit them being able to repeat Route 34.

We hope what the group learned helps them in future.
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